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COUNTED CROSS STITCH CHART BY  PERRETTE SAMOUILOFF

 

 

 

Perrette Samouiloff's delightful Baby Lou is back again... riding her donkey! She's also cuddling her kitten and
taking her teddy for a ride on her tricycle. This cross stitch pattern is ideal for celebrating a toddler's achievements,
for instance on the occasion of their birthday.   The cross stitch alphabet and numbers, and the two pretty
medallions are ready to fill in with names, dates, places, events that have already filled baby's life! Blank medallion
charts are provided to help you customize the stitched piece.   There are also some extraordinary details in the
design such as an exquisite blue tit and some lovely detail in the border motifs, with a combination of French knots
and three-quarter stitches in one strand that add extra dimension to the needlework.

A cross stitch pattern  by Perrette Samouiloff.
>> visit Perrette Samouiloff's pattern store.

Number of stitches: 139 x 138 (wide x high)

>> View size in my choice of fabric - Click here (fabric calculator)

Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch, Three-quarter cross stitch

Chart: Black and White with color detail

Threads: DMC Embroidery floss,

Number of colors: 10

Themes: Baby, toddler, donkey, tricycle, play, kitten

>> see more Teddies and Toddlers patterns by Perrette Samouiloff

>> see all cat patterns (all designers)
>> see all baby patterns (all designers)

 
All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Price in £, €: to view price in POUNDS / EUROS…, select a currency in top right section of this page.
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